
We wanted to try this path, selecting a large number of local plants, 

studying their particular characteristics, seeking to get the best from 

each of them and then uniting their extracts in a harmonious and 

perfect mixture – all of this with the aim that we had laid down at the 

beginning:  “To clean in a natural, simple and safe way”.

ECO# contains all that nature off ers us, a range of vegetable extracts 

whose structure we have made the best use of, evaluating with 

care all the specifi c characteristics and putting them together in a 

harmonious process aimed at intensifying their qualities. There is an 

effi  cient and versatile descalant and detergent action, combating 

dirt in general, and a neutralising elimination of bad odours, 

along with the notable sanitising and deodorising properties of its 

components, this in all the applications. It is incredibly simple to use in 

all work cycles, with total safety for people and for the environment.

Volatile organic compounds (VOC) are totally absent, as are 

enzymes, bacteria, phosphates and preservatives. 

The label carries no GHS danger symbols! 

There is no need for personal protective equipment (P.P.E.).



A natural vegetable detergent specifi cally 

produced for cleaning railway carriages. Its 

formula removes dirt of all types that may 

be found inside the train, and is compatible 

with all types of material (laminates, trim, 

fl oors, glass, luggage racks, etc.). It leaves 

surfaces clean, hygienised and perfumed.

The fi rst range of BIO professional detergents, effi  cient and unique.

The ECO# range is made up entirely of molecules coming from vegetable components, 

obtained using particular processes of cold extraction. 

We have taken what nature off ers us and transformed this into an extraordinary 

product. 

The detergent action of the products in the ECO# range comes about a natural physical 

process. The molecules that make up the products activate a detaching and descaling 

action on dirt that allows easy removal from any treated surfaces.

Total water solubility and high biodegradability are features of the ECO# range of 

detergents, which completely eliminate any risk deriving from conventional chemical 

working processes, and instead off er a virtuous and totally biological cycle, one that is 

extremely safe in every phase of the production process and usage.

A universal natural vegetable detergent 

excellent for all washable surfaces. Its 

formula removes dirt of any type without 

the need to use solvents or alcohol. First 

class for cleaning the outside of railway 

carriages. It leaves surfaces clean and 

shiny.

A natural vegetable detergent for 

hand-washing dishes, this has excellent 

detergent and degreasing power and 

contains delicate dermo-protective 

agents for the skin, even when there is 

prolonged contact.

pH neutral.

A natural vegetable detergent with 

neutral pH for in-depth cleaning of 

textiles and skin and leatherette 

upholstery. It contains hydrating and 

protective substances and is delicate 

even in cases of prolonged contact. 

A concentrated natural vegetable 

detergent for dishwashing machines of 

all makes and models. 

It does not foam, and is also suitable for 

use with hard water.

A liquid natural vegetable detergent 

for laundry. Its formula allows dirt to be 

removed in a natural way. It is suitable 

for use with all kinds of laundry, and may 

be used at any temperature. It works 

perfectly both with hand-washed 

laundry and that washed in machines.

ECO#TRAIN ECO#CLEANER ECO#DISHES ECO#SKIN ECO#STOVIL ECO#CANDOR

the natural alternative


